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Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
factors are most often discussed in the context
of corporate and sovereign debt issuers, while
they have been largely neglected when it comes
to mortgage and other asset-backed securities.
The main reasons for this include the complex
legal structure of securitized transactions,
which require multiple levels of due diligence
by the investor to assess the sustainability
characteristics of the underlying loans or assets,
combined with the current lack of sufficient
and granular ESG data for these underlying
investments. However, we expect the quality
and quantity of available information in this
market to evolve rapidly, as client demand
amongst institutional investors grows.1
At Morgan Stanley Investment Management (MSIM), we
believe that ESG considerations are an essential component to
investing in securitized markets, and that a thoughtful ESG
integration approach can result in better performance as well
as better alignment with positive impacts on the environment
and society. This is why we have developed a proprietary
sustainability framework for our portfolios, leveraging the
specialist knowledge of our analysts and investment team.

See “ESG Industry Engagement Survey 2020”, Structured Finance
Association (November 2020).
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DISPLAY 1

MSIM Securitized Sustainability Framework
Key characteristics of the transactions
are assessed for positive and
negative ESG characteristics

Deals are assigned a proprietary MSIM
score on the overall ESG proﬁle
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This represents how the portfolio management team generally implements its investment process under normal market conditions. The content of this
publication has not been approved by the United Nations and does not reflect the views of the United Nations or its officials or Member States. See
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals for more details on the Sustainable Development Goals.

Our approach is based on three key steps,
as presented in Display 1:
1. 	

In-depth analysis of the specific E, S,
G characteristics of each deal;

2. 	 Scoring

of the deal on a 1-5 scale,
based on its overall ESG profile;

3. 	 Mapping

of the positively- and
negatively-scored deals to the
applicable United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), for
consistent tracking and reporting
of a portfolio’s overall sustainability
alignment.

1. ESG Analysis at the Deal-level
Our analysis begins by taking into
account the nature of the underlying
loans, borrowers, properties or assets, loan
originators and servicers of every deal we
assess, to identify the key E, S or G risks
and opportunities associated with the
collateral as well as the lending practices.
For the evaluation, we rely on three
primary sources for ESG information:
deal documents, due diligence discussions
with originators and servicers, and
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public announcements from the various
government regulatory agencies.

SOCIAL FACTORS ARE MOST RELEVANT

Due to wide variations in the structure
of mortgage- and asset-backed securities,
ESG considerations can take different
forms, as presented in Display 2, and we
believe they can be directly linked to credit
performance, impacting risk-adjusted
returns both positively and negatively.

AND CONSUMER LOAN ASSET-BACKED

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ARE
EMPHASIZED IN OUR ANALYSIS OF

WHEN ASSESSING RESIDENTIAL
MORTGAGE-BACKED SECURITIES (RMBS)
SECURITIES (ABS). Considerations for these

types of deals are primarily related to the
affordability of lending and the accessibility
of the underlying loans to more vulnerable
and underserved borrowers. However, the
energy efficiency of properties and the
environmental impact of collateral are also
taken into account.

COMMERCIAL MORTGAGE-BACKED

GOVERNANCE—IN THE FORM OF LENDERS

Properties with
potential adverse environmental impacts,
such as large industrial plants, carry
greater legal, default and liquidity risks.
Conversely, we view buildings with
Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) or similar certifications
based on environmental characteristics
including energy and water efficiency in a
favorable light, as we believe they tend to
be associated with lower operating costs
and higher occupancy and rental rates,
translating to reduced credit risk
for bondholders.

AND SERVICERS’ PRACTICES AS WELL

SECURITIES (CMBS).
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AS PROPERTY OWNERS’ BEHAVIOR—IS
AN ESSENTIAL COMPONENT OF OUR

This is aimed at avoiding
exposure to predatory lending and
mitigating litigation risk.
ASSESSMENT.

One of our integral due diligence
questions asks about the current status
of each lender and servicer with the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
(CFPB) and any other relevant regulatory
agencies, to help us ensure fair lending
and servicing practices are being applied.
These details are tracked and documented
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DISPLAY 2

Key ESG Factors in Securitized Analysis
DEAL TYPE

RMBS

CMBS

ABS

ENVIRONMENT

• Exposure to climate risk (physical, e.g. weather events, and transition, e.g.
energy performance regulation)
• Environmental impact of the underlying properties (e.g. industrial plants
waste & pollution)
• LEED or other energy performance certification of the buildings

• Environmental impact of the
collateral (e.g. carbon footprint of
autos or aircrafts)
• Green or energy-efficient benefits
related to the collateral

SOCIAL

• Affordable lending to
disadvantaged borrowers (e.g.
first-time home buyers, minorities)
• Reverse mortgages to provide
retirement income for
senior citizens

• Affordable lending to small
businesses
• Affordable lending to underserved
demographics
• Loans that allow increased access to
higher education

GOVERNANCE

Lenders:
• Underwriting standards
• Status with regulators (CFPB, OCC, FDIC, DFS), and state attorneys general in US; FSA, FCA and PRA in UK;
EBA and ESMA in Europe2

• Community benefits and public
space provision

Servicers:
• Status with regulators
• Payment collection processes and foreclosure practices
Property Owners:
• Risk from business practices and legal standing

by the investment team, as evidence
of our regular screening for predatory
lending across securitizations.
Based on our experience investing in this
market, we find that ABS bonds where
lenders or servicers face pending regulatory
action have tended to underperform
those with cleaner track records over the
medium- to long-term. Servicers facing
regulatory issues also can carry greater risks
of potential disruptions in loan servicing
activity which can also have a negative
impact on loan performance. In addition,
when underwriting standards are weak and/
or if predatory lending is occurring, loans
usually have a higher risk of default. For ongoing loan servicing, we evaluate payment
collection processes and foreclosure
practices. Aggressive payment collection
processes and foreclosure practices can lead
to more defaults and prepayments.

We also monitor the behavior of property
owners and assess potential risks from
their business practices and legal standing.
This can be done via direct engagement
with them, or by gathering additional
information via third parties regarding
eviction practices, environmental issues,
and corporate governance. A pattern
of poor business practices can indicate
a heightened probability of legal issues
which can affect loan performance.
2. MSIM’s ESG Scoring
Based on the analysis presented above,
MSIM assigns an ESG score ranging
from 1-5, 5 being best, to each deal. ESG
scores are then applied to all tranches
in a deal, based on the rationale that
ESG factors are consistent throughout
the entire structure. Some exceptions
could apply, for example in the case of
a rake in a CMBS deal, where a tranche

within a larger deal is backed by different
collateral than the rest of the deal.
We view most residential, commercial and
consumer lending to have a neutral ESG
profile, which translates to an average
ESG scores of 3 across our investment
universe. We have taken a conservative
approach in this regard, by assigning
a score of 3 to standard responsible
lending practices, with the thesis that
responsible lending should be interpreted
as a baseline, while scores of 4 or 5 are
reserved for lending practices and/or
assets and loans with outsized positive
environmental or social characteristics.
This is the case, for example, with
buildings that have particularly robust
LEED certifications (e.g. Gold or above,
or equivalent), or ABS linked to renewable
energy assets such as solar panels, which
would be associated with a score of 5.

Acronyms: Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB); Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC); Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC); Department of Financial Services (DFS); Financial Servicers Authority (FSA); Financial Conduct Authority (FCA); Department of Financial Services
(DFS); Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA); European Banking Authority (EBA); European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA).
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DISPLAY 3

Mapping an Illustrative MSIM Securitized Portfolio’s Alignment to the UN SDGs
The chart below shows how an illustrative securitized portfolio’s investments align with the UN SDGs on an aggregated basis. In this portfolio, almost 50%
of the market value weight is allocated to securitized investments that are positively aligned with the SDGs, while about 4% to deals with a moderately
negative alignment. The remaining portion, which does not appear in the chart, is composed of investments with a neutral ESG score and SDG alignment.
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This is shown for illustrative purposes only. This represents how the portfolio management team generally implements its investment process under
normal market conditions. The content of this publication has not been approved by the United Nations and does not reflect the views of the United
Nations or its officials or Member States. See https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals for more details on the
Sustainable Development Goals.

3. Mapping SDG Alignment
The third and final step of our framework
involves mapping the securitized portfolio
to the SDGs as an indication of its positive
or negative sustainability alignment.3 This
is consistent with our broader sustainable
investing approach at MSIM Fixed
Income, which involves the monitoring and
reporting of our portfolios’ net alignment
with the SDGs across asset classes.
Our mapping is done by linking
positively and negatively-scored deals to
the respective granular SDG Target, and
then aggregating the total contribution
at the SDG Goal level. For example,
RMBS or CMBS backed by certified
green buildings contribute to SDG
Target 7.3 – “Double the global rate of
improvement in energy efficiency”, while

solar panel ABS have a positive impact on
SDG Target 7.2 – “Increase substantially
the rate of renewable energy in the global
energy mix”. Together, these investments
count towards overall portfolio alignment
with SDG Goal 7 – “Affordable and
Clean Energy”.
Given the nature of underlying loans and
assets, we find that most of the positive
environmental contribution of our
securitized portfolios tends to be related
to SDGs 7, 9 and 13 on clean energy,
sustainable industry and infrastructure,
and climate action (specifically in terms
of reducing carbon emissions). On the
social side, our portfolios primarily
contribute towards SDGs 3, 4, 10 and 11,
with a focus on social wellbeing, access to
and affordability of essential services.

A Flexible ESG Approach in an
Evolving Market
Our MSIM Securitized Sustainability
Framework is aimed at ensuring
an objective and transparent ESG
integration approach is applied across our
mortgage- and asset-backed investments.
Our approach also provides the flexibility,
if desired by our clients, to tilt portfolios
in favor of investments that have positive
sustainability alignment. For example,
as part of our sustainable portfolios that
are allowed to invest in securitized debt,
we aim at maximizing positive alignment
by investing in deals with higher ESG
scores, while minimizing exposure to
negative scores.
Finally, we recognize that the
measurement and evaluation of

The United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a global blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable future by 2030. The 17
goals and 169 targets cover a broad range of sustainability issues, from eradicating poverty and hunger to affordable and clean energy, to good health
and a quality education for all. The SDGs provide a framework to advance sustainable economic growth, gender equality and climate action, among
other priorities. They increasingly inform and are used as an assessment framework for MSIM’s approach to investing, engagement and impact reporting.
3
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sustainability in the securitized market is
evolving. We are actively engaging with
leading ESG research and data providers,
and collaborating with sustainability
experts across Morgan Stanley, to closely
monitor availability of new datasets that

can facilitate deeper analysis, such as
physical climate risk at the property level,
or social impacts reported by lenders for
their housing portfolios, and that can
help us refine our scoring and mapping
frameworks over time.

We believe the approach described
above gives us a dynamic and flexible
architecture within which to continue
enhancing our sustainability integration
methodology for the benefit of our clients
and the strategies we manage for them.

Risk Considerations
ESG ratings are relative and subjective and are not absolute standards of quality. Ratings apply only to portfolio holdings and do not
remove the risk of loss.
There is no assurance that a Portfolio will achieve its investment objective. Portfolios are subject to market risk, which is the possibility
that the market values of securities owned by the portfolio will decline and that the value of the Portfolio may therefore be less
than what you paid for them. Market values can change daily due to economic and other events (e.g. natural disasters, health crises,
terrorism, conflicts and social unrest) that affect markets, countries, companies or governments. It is difficult to predict the timing,
duration, and potential adverse effects (e.g. portfolio liquidity) of events. Accordingly, you can lose money investing in this Portfolio.
Please be aware that this Portfolio may be subject to certain additional risks. ESG Strategies that incorporate impact investing and/or
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors could result in relative investment performance deviating from other strategies
or broad market benchmarks, depending on whether such sectors or investments are in or out of favor in the market. As a result,
there is no assurance ESG strategies could result in more favorable investment performance. Fixed-income securities are subject to
the ability of an issuer to make timely principal and interest payments (credit risk), changes in interest rates (interest-rate risk), the
creditworthiness of the issuer and general market liquidity (market risk). In a rising interest-rate environment, bond prices may fall
and may result in periods of volatility and increased portfolio redemptions. In a declining interest-rate environment, the portfolio may
generate less income. Longer-term securities may be more sensitive to interest rate changes. Certain U.S. government securities
purchased by the Strategy, such as those issued by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, are not backed by the full faith and credit of the U.S.
It is possible that these issuers will not have the funds to meet their payment obligations in the future. Mortgage and asset-backed
securities are sensitive to early prepayment risk and a higher risk of default and may be hard to value and difficult to sell (liquidity
risk). They are also subject to credit, market and interest rate risks. Derivative instruments may disproportionately increase losses and
have a significant impact on performance. They also may be subject to counterparty, liquidity, valuation, correlation and market risks.
Due to the possibility that prepayments will alter the cash flows on Collateralized mortgage obligations (CMOs), it is not possible
to determine in advance their final maturity date or average life. In addition, if the collateral securing the CMOs or any third party
guarantees are insufficient to make payments, the strategy could sustain a loss. High yield securities (“junk bonds”) are lower rated
securities that may have a higher degree of credit and liquidity risk. Foreign securities are subject to currency, political, economic and
market risks. Illiquid securities may be more difficult to sell and value than publicly traded securities (liquidity risk). Inverse floaters
are sensitive to early prepayment risk and interest rate changes and are more volatile than most other fixed-income securities.

There is no guarantee that any investment strategy will work under all
market conditions, and each investor should evaluate their ability to invest
for the long-term, especially during periods of downturn in the market.
A separately managed account may not be appropriate for all investors.
Separate accounts managed according to the Strategy include a number
of securities and will not necessarily track the performance of any index.
Please consider the investment objectives, risks and fees of the Strategy
carefully before investing. A minimum asset level is required.
For important information about the investment managers, please refer
to Form ADV Part 2.
The views and opinions and/or analysis expressed are those of the author
or the investment team as of the date of preparation of this material and
are subject to change at any time without notice due to market or economic
conditions and may not necessarily come to pass. Furthermore, the views will
not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently
becomes available or circumstances existing, or changes occurring, after

the date of publication. The views expressed do not reflect the opinions
of all investment personnel at Morgan Stanley Investment Management
(MSIM) and its subsidiaries and affiliates (collectively “the Firm”), and may
not be reflected in all the strategies and products that the Firm offers.
Forecasts and/or estimates provided herein are subject to change and may
not actually come to pass. Information regarding expected market returns
and market outlooks is based on the research, analysis and opinions of
the authors or the investment team. These conclusions are speculative in
nature, may not come to pass and are not intended to predict the future
performance of any specific strategy or product the Firm offers. Future
results may differ significantly depending on factors such as changes in
securities or financial markets or general economic conditions.
This material has been prepared on the basis of publicly available information,
internally developed data and other third-party sources believed to be
reliable. However, no assurances are provided regarding the reliability
of such information and the Firm has not sought to independently verify
information taken from public and third-party sources.
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This material is a general communication, which is not impartial and all
information provided has been prepared solely for informational and
educational purposes and does not constitute an offer or a recommendation
to buy or sell any particular security or to adopt any specific investment
strategy. The information herein has not been based on a consideration of any
individual investor circumstances and is not investment advice, nor should it
be construed in any way as tax, accounting, legal or regulatory advice. To that
end, investors should seek independent legal and financial advice, including
advice as to tax consequences, before making any investment decision.
Charts and graphs provided herein are for illustrative purposes only. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results.
The indexes are unmanaged and do not include any expenses, fees or sales
charges. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Any index referred to
herein is the intellectual property (including registered trademarks) of the
applicable licensor. Any product based on an index is in no way sponsored,
endorsed, sold or promoted by the applicable licensor and it shall not have
any liability with respect thereto.
This material is not a product of Morgan Stanley’s Research Department
and should not be regarded as a research material or a recommendation.
The Firm has not authorised financial intermediaries to use and to distribute
this material, unless such use and distribution is made in accordance with
applicable law and regulation. Additionally, financial intermediaries are
required to satisfy themselves that the information in this material is
appropriate for any person to whom they provide this material in view of
that person’s circumstances and purpose. The Firm shall not be liable for,
and accepts no liability for, the use or misuse of this material by any such
financial intermediary.
This material may be translated into other languages. Where such a translation
is made this English version remains definitive. If there are any discrepancies
between the English version and any version of this material in another
language, the English version shall prevail.
The whole or any part of this material may not be directly or indirectly
reproduced, copied, modified, used to create a derivative work, performed,
displayed, published, posted, licensed, framed, distributed or transmitted
or any of its contents disclosed to third parties without the Firm’s express
written consent. This material may not be linked to unless such hyperlink
is for personal and non-commercial use. All information contained herein
is proprietary and is protected under copyright and other applicable law.
DISTRIBUTION

This material is only intended for and will only be distributed to persons
resident in jurisdictions where such distribution or availability would not
be contrary to local laws or regulations.
MSIM, the asset management division of Morgan Stanley (NYSE: MS), and
its affiliates have arrangements in place to market each other’s products
and services. Each MSIM affiliate is regulated as appropriate in the
jurisdiction it operates. MSIM’s affiliates are: Eaton Vance Management
(International) Limited, Eaton Vance Advisers International Ltd, Calvert
Research and Management, Eaton Vance Management, Parametric Portfolio
Associates LLC, and Atlanta Capital Management LLC.
This material has been issued by any one or more of the following entities:
EMEA: This material is for Professional Clients/Accredited Investors only.
In the EU, MSIM and Eaton Vance materials are issued by MSIM Fund
Management (Ireland) Limited (“FMIL”). FMIL is regulated by the Central
Bank of Ireland and is incorporated in Ireland as a private company limited
by shares with company registration number 616661 and has its registered
address at The Observatory, 7-11 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, D02
VC42, Ireland.

Outside the EU, MSIM materials are issued by Morgan Stanley Investment
Management Limited (MSIM Ltd) is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No. 1981121. Registered
Office: 25 Cabot Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 4QA.
In Switzerland, MSIM materials are issued by Morgan Stanley & Co.
International plc, London (Zurich Branch) Authorised and regulated by
the Eidgenössische Finanzmarktaufsicht (“FINMA”). Registered Office:
Beethovenstrasse 33, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland.
Outside the US and EU, Eaton Vance materials are issued by Eaton Vance
Management (International) Limited (“EVMI”) 125 Old Broad Street, London,
EC2N 1AR, UK, which is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by
the Financial Conduct Authority.
Italy: MSIM FMIL (Milan Branch), (Sede Secondaria di Milano) Palazzo
Serbelloni Corso Venezia, 16 20121 Milano, Italy. The Netherlands: MSIM FMIL
(Amsterdam Branch), Rembrandt Tower, 11th Floor Amstelplein 1 1096HA,
Netherlands. France: MSIM FMIL (Paris Branch), 61 rue de Monceau 75008
Paris, France. Spain: MSIM FMIL (Madrid Branch), Calle Serrano 55, 28006,
Madrid, Spain. Germany: MSIM FMIL (Frankfurt Branch), Niederlassung
Deutschland, Grosse Gallusstrasse 18, 60312 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
(Gattung: Zweigniederlassung (FDI) gem. § 53b KWG).
MIDDLE EAST

Dubai: MSIM Ltd (Representative Office, Unit Precinct 3-7th Floor-Unit
701 and 702, Level 7, Gate Precinct Building 3, Dubai International Financial
Centre, Dubai, 506501, United Arab Emirates. Telephone: +97 (0)14 709 7158).
U.S.

NOT FDIC INSURED | OFFER NO BANK GUARANTEE | MAY LOSE VALUE |
NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY | NOT A DEPOSIT
Hong Kong: This material is disseminated by Morgan Stanley Asia Limited for
use in Hong Kong and shall only be made available to “professional investors”
as defined under the Securities and Futures Ordinance of Hong Kong (Cap
571). The contents of this material have not been reviewed nor approved by
any regulatory authority including the Securities and Futures Commission
in Hong Kong. Accordingly, save where an exemption is available under
the relevant law, this material shall not be issued, circulated, distributed,
directed at, or made available to, the public in Hong Kong. Singapore:
This material is disseminated by Morgan Stanley Investment Management
Company and should not be considered to be the subject of an invitation
for subscription or purchase, whether directly or indirectly, to the public
or any member of the public in Singapore other than (i) to an institutional
investor under section 304 of the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289
of Singapore (“SFA”); (ii) to a “relevant person” (which includes an accredited
investor) pursuant to section 305 of the SFA, and such distribution is in
accordance with the conditions specified in section 305 of the SFA; or (iii)
otherwise pursuant to, and in accordance with the conditions of, any other
applicable provision of the SFA. This publication has not been reviewed by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore. Australia: This material is disseminated
in Australia by Morgan Stanley Investment Management (Australia) Pty
Limited ACN: 122040037, AFSL No. 314182, which accept responsibility
for its contents. This publication, and any access to it, is intended only for
“wholesale clients” within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act.
Calvert Research and Management, ARBN 635 157 434 is regulated by the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission under U.S. laws which differ from
Australian laws. Calvert Research and Management is exempt from the
requirement to hold an Australian financial services licence in accordance
with class order 03/1100 in respect of the provision of financial services
to wholesale clients in Australia.
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